In order to improve the adaptive recognition abilities of picking robot in complex environment, a fusion approach of trinocular vision in wavelet domain based on fuzzy reasoning weight was proposed. Firstly, membership functions of fusion rules are determined by fuzzy reasoning of picking environmental features, and membership values of fusion types are calculated according to regional energy and match degree of origin images. Based on the maximum membership degree principle, fuzzy decision is carried on to determine the fusion types and fusion weight. Secondly, the mean weighted method and regional energy feature method are adopted respectively to carry on the low frequency as well as high frequency coefficients fusion among multi-source images by using two-level 2D wavelet, and the final fusion images are attained by inverse HIS transform based on inverse wavelet transform. Four groups of experiment show that in the complex picking environment like weak illumination and strong noise, the information entropy and average gradient of fused image that obtained by using the wavelet fusion method based on fuzzy reasoning weight are higher than that of traditional mean method, pyramid algorithm and wavelet packet method, which means that the fusion effect has been improved greatly.
Introduction
Auto-picking operation is a changeable as well as complex process, in which the information of agricultural environment is uncertain and the picking target is a bio-flexible body which can not be bruised while picking, so the precise identification of the variable target is required while picking, in which the key step is to fuse the collected multi-source images. The existing multi-source image fusion technologies consider more for the information features of image and sensor, but less for influences of uncertain environment factors. So it is difficult to meet the requirements of precise identification for agricultural harvesting process. Therefore, in the particular agriculture area, the research on uncertain information fusion based on in multi-source images has become particularly important.
At present, the common fusion methods include mainly simple-weighted method, multi-resolution pyramid method, wavelet transform method, color space method [1] , Kalman filtering method, principal component analysis (PCA) method, the HVS-based fusion method [2] , and so on. Among which, the wavelet transform method has been extensively studied by taking the advantages that the important features and detail information of a image can be highlighted pertinently in different scales as well as spatial resolutions, and been improved in different applications. According to the decomposition forms, the wavelet transform method can be divided into the pyramid-shaped wavelet fusion and the tree-shaped wavelet fusion [3] . WU et al. [4] proposed an image fusion rule in wavelet domain based on fuzzy reasoning. Shi and Xu [5] proposed an algorithm for fusing multi-spectral image and remote-sensed image based on fuzzy integral. ZHANG et al. [6] proposed a new wavelet transform fusion algorithm on the basis of steerable filters to measure the area energy for the fusion of the pan and multi-spectral image. Making full use of corresponding field characteristics, these types of fusion algorithms have been widely applied.
Combining with the operating environment characteristics of picking robot [7] , this paper proposes an adaptive fusion approach of trinocular vision in wavelet domain based on fuzzy reasoning weight, and carries out a comparison experiment with the average method, pyramid algorithm and wavelet packet method. The results show that the fusion method presented by this paper is superior to other three fusion methods under the condition of weak light or strong noise.
Fusion Model

Basic Concepts
Definition 1 (2D Wavelet decomposition [8] ) Let {V 2 j ; ϕ(x, y)} j∈Z be a 2D multi-resolution analysis on L 2 (R × R)and {φ i (x, y)|i = 1, 2, 3} be three 2D wavelet functions that generated by 2D scaling function ϕ(x, y). Thus, an arbitrary 2D signal f (x, y) ∈ L 2 (R × R) can be decomposed in 2 −j resolution as:
where four subgraphs A j f , D Definition 2 (Region Energy [9] ) Let E d j (n, m) be the region energy that taking (n, m) for center, D d j,K (n, m) be gray value of (n, m) position pixel, j be the resolution level, and d be the direction symbol.Then region energy can be expressed as:
Definition 3 (Regional Match Degree [10] ) Let E d j,A , E d j,B and E d j,C be respectively the region energy of image A, B and C, then the regional match degree can be expressed as:
Definition 4 (Maximum membership degree principle [11] ) Let X be the set of recognized elements,Ã i ∈ F (X)(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) be n fuzzy patterns, and µÃ
n (x) be their corresponding membership functions. As for any element x in X set, its pattern can be determined by the following principle, in which if µÃ
x is considered to be divided toÃ l pattern. This principle is called maximum membership degree principle, which denotes that the difference between the set elements is less than that of sets. So it is also a kind of similarity discrimination principle. [12] ) Let r be the total image gray level, N k be the number of image pixel whose gray value is k, and N be the total pixel number. Then, the information entropy of image with 2 r gray level can be expressed as:
Definition 5 (Information Entropy
Definition 6 (Average Gradient [12] ) Let f (x, y) be the fused image, M and N be respectively the row number and column number of this image. Then, the average gradient can be expressed as:
Fusion Framework
According to the fact that the trinocular vision image fusion process of picking robot can be influenced easily by uncertain work environment for causing failures in picking target recognition [13] , a fusion approach of trinocular vision in wavelet domain based on fuzzy reasoning weight was proposed. This approach firstly carried on a real-time fuzzy reasoning according to changes of weather condition, wind direction, leaves density and other factors [14] in picking process to estimate the recognition trust degree of each image sensor, then modified the traditional fusion method that based on IHS transform by combining image characteristics of region energy, and completed image fusing with environment information in wavelet domain. The fusion framework was shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 describes a complete trinocular image fusion process based on fuzzy weighted and adaptive wavelet transform, as follows: 1) Trinocular image sensors collect real-timely the information of bio-object as well as working environment, and then image technologies such as filtration, enhancement and sharpening are applied for pretreatment operating. 2) Apply a two-level registration approach. Firstly, a coarse image registration is implemented based on feature extraction as well as matching of corner points in multi-source images. Secondly, fruit neighborhood of multi-source images is extracted according to features of color difference for precise registration. 3) A two-level 2D wavelet transform approach(see Definition 1) is applied for implementing a wavelet coefficient decomposition on I components of two matched visible-light images and one near infrared image. 4) Fuzzy reasoning technology is then applied for estimating real-timely the picking environment to calculate fuzzy weight of each image sensors by combing their own information. 5) Fuse wavelet coefficients. Low frequency part uses average method and high frequency part uses fuzzy weighted method that based on region energy. 6) The final fusion image is obtained by using the inverse HIS transform of a new I component that obtained after the inverse wavelet transform.
Fusion Algorithm
Fuzzy Rules
As the uncertainty and ambiguity existing in environmental information that faced by picking robot, the fuzzy rules set for picking recognition in the natural environment should be established for making a behavior decision to improve recognition accuracy with fuzzy reasoning technology.
Before carrying on a fuzzy reasoning, the fuzzy language variables that influence the image fusion should be established, including the factors such as weather condition, wind direction change, eaves density, the corresponding fuzzy sets and membership function [15] , as shown in Table 1 
Wind direction change
Leaves density
Regional energy
To realize fuzzy reasoning in image fusion, the fuzzy rule sets that based on agricultural expert knowledge should be established. Their If-Then forms are shown as Table 2 . 
Fuzzy Reasoning
Let cf
H c (n, m) and w a (n, m), w b (n, m), w c (n, m) be respectively the high frequency wavelet coefficients and the corresponding fuzzy weight of the image S a , S b and S c , f H (n, m) be the high frequency wavelet coefficients after fusing. Then, the formula of fuzzy weighted wavelet fusion can be expressed as:
The goal of fuzzy reasoning is to obtain the fuzzy weights w a (n, m), w b (n, m) and w c (n, m) of S a , S b and S c . Therefore, the minimization rule of Mamdani is applied, in which ∧ represents minimum value, ∨ represents maximum value, and R i represents the fuzzy matrix of fuzzy rule R i (i = 1, 2, · · · , 31). Then, the inferences of fuzzy relation that obtained from Table 2 can be expressed as:
Corollary 5
Then, the overall fuzzy relation can be expressed as:
the normalized regional energy u of image P can be calculated from equation
the matching degree m of the three images can be calculated from equation m = M d j for making a fuzzy decision to get the weight membership function µ(ω) of image S a based on maximum membership degree principle equations
and
Finally, the µ(ω) can be expressed as:
and the weight of image S a is obtained by the following fuzzy decision, that is
Weight Fusion
The image wavelet coefficients include the low frequency coefficients (LL) and high frequency coefficients (LH, HL, HH), where the normalized high frequency coefficients can be calculated by:
and the low frequency coefficients by using mean method can be calculated by:
Then, the fused intensity component I can be obtained after using f L (n, m) and f H (n, m) to reconstruct the wavelet, and the final fusion image can be obtained by using the following formula to transform inversely component I , H, and S to the RGB space.
where: H = tg −1 (V 1 /V 2 ) and S = V 
Experiment and Analysis
This experiment selects longans as the picking target and hangs them on the calibration experiment table of trinocular stereo vision. Then, illumination and vibration intensity are changed artificially in the laboratory to simulate the uncertainty in the natural picking environment [16] . The hardware devices which are used in this experiment include mainly 2 Daheng Images DH-HV3100FC cameras, a USS-300/USS-300 near infrared camera, a DH-CG410 image capture card and a Intel Celeron 566 MHz computer. Four fusion experiments are designed to evaluate the fusion methods mentioned in this paper, where three reference fusion methods are: mean fusion, laplacian pyramid fusion and wavelet packet fusion. Due to the limited space, Fig. 2 gives only the images that are obtained in the simulating of harsh environment by using fuzzy weighted image fusion method, where a, b, c are the trinocular vision images without registration, and d is the image by using fuzzy weighted image fusion method. In order to evaluate objectively the fusion results, two statistical indicators [12] that are information entropy (see Definition 5) and average gradient (see Definition 6) are adopted in this experiment. Where, information entropy is the important index to measure the rich degree of the image information, as the bigger value denoting greater information contained in images, and average gradient reflects the clarity of the image, as the bigger value denoting richer details in images. The bigger the two values are, the better the fusion results are.
The information entropy and average gradient of the four fusion results are given in Table 3 , from which we can see that the two values obtained by using fuzzy weighted wavelet fusion method are higher than those by using the three other fusion methods in the given agricultural environment, illustrating that the fusion image is more complete in information as well as better in noise immunity by using the fuzzy weighted wavelet method and it can adjust well the fusion weight according to the given characteristics of agriculture environment to achieving precise identification of bio-object. 
Conclusions
The experiment results show that, describing as well as approaching of the fused contribution degree of each source image by using the non-linear and fuzzy characteristics of fuzzy reasoning can solve well the uncertain problems in image fusion and can increase the ability of noise suppression. The further research work will be primarily to solve the problem of losing excessively the color information after image fusion.
